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Hong Kong Feng Shui-part 2
Chinese Metaphysics
Chinese metaphysics aren’t insignificant
To promote in the right way ought to be our mission together!
(五術殊非小道矣
宜推廣正统五術)
High rise with view and view only
In order to tap into a dragon breath, high-rise is not conducive and receptive
to such kind energy. High-rise would only provide a nicer view. In Hong Kong
our harboring view is one of the best!
(氶龍脉結穴地氣
高層氣飄不實益)
Female Dominant
To strive a balance is hard in today’s ever changing world where female would
want an equal standing with male, as such a shift in social paradigm and
priority resulted in late marriage and unwillingness to generate offspring, this
is a hard fact.
(邇來女性喜出頭
社会名祿爭不休)
Mountain Meridian Spot
The real meridian spot normally would have a peak or hill that is uniquely to
that particular site and space. Hong Kong is an area that mostly with hills and
mountains with less flat land area.
(期為真穴與真龍
嶺南諸象現諸峰)
The Ghost Month
It is believed that the seventh month of lunar calendar I ghost month that lead
to many unwilling to move their premises but in accordance to ancient text
and belief the only that that you aren’t suppose to move is the seventh day of
the seventh month instead of 14th day of the month.
(七月孟蘭鬼節墟
七月七日不搬宅)
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Universities
Chinese University was built after others but it will soon outshine others due to
its Feng Shui setting that embraces nice greenery mountain in a valley like
with a nice water mouth. Chinese University’s Man Cheong star located at the
Lady Ho Tung Hall. Polytechnique University is like a solid fortress that
produces only stable flow of energy. Hong Kong University with solid rear
mountain where Man Cheong’s star is found on the South side especially
Queen Mary Hospital that will last for another 100 years.
(理工似稠壘堅塞
港大則沿山累地
中文大学涵翠谷)
San kei
San Kei is a form of Yin Feng Shui but for living human being, the ideal is to
tap into future wealth and health but one must bear in mind that this method
is like a ‘credit card’ that advance your future’s wealth and health for current
gratification.
(生基生机顯現報
借未來衣祿敷今)
Change your fate
In order for us to change our destiny and fate one must free of desire and
cultivate good deed to our communities.
(無慾則定靜能安
多善功德之契入)
Dining and Fate
Dining will not change your fate, contrary to many practitioners that evocate
such practice. Nevertheless the manner of drinking and dining dictate a
person’s up bringing.
(吃與喝也實不能改運
吃姿喝相實箇人修為)
Pen-Holder like Mountain
Forms and visible structures are important aspect in Feng Shui, Pen-Holder
like mountain is said radiate and permeate kind energy that eluded to scholar’
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energy, therefore any flat or house that faces the Beacon’s Hill would have
advantage over others.
(筆架山向勢煌然
文閣蘭臺墨硯煊)
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